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1. INTRODUCTION / ••

.A'' :•'
Important structures like nuclear reactor cores, steam generator bundle,
are schematically composed by a great number of beams, immersed in a fluid.
The fluid structur-e interaction is an important phenomenon influencing the
dynamical response of bundle. The study of this interaction through
classical methods would need a refined modélisation at the scale of the
beams and'lead to important size of problems.
The homogeneization method constitutes an alternative approach if we are

mainly interested by the global behaviour of the bundle. Similar approaches
have been already used for other types of industrial structures
(Sanchez-Palencia 1980, Bergman and al. 1985, Theodory 1984, Benner and al.
1981). !..
This method consists in replacing the physical heterogeneous medium by an

homogeneous medium, which characteristics are determined from the
resolution of a set problems on the elementary cell. In the first part of
this paper the main assumptions of the method will be
summarized. Moreover, other important phenomena may contribute to the
dynamical behaviour of the industrial above mentionned structures : those
are the impacts between the beams. These impacts could be due to supports
limiting the displacements of the beams or to differences in the vibratory
characteristics of the various beams. The second part of the paper will
concern the way of taking into account" the impacts in the linear
homogeneous formalism. Finally an application to the seismic analysis of
the FBR core mock-up RAPSODIE will be presented. - --•-.-. -. ...

•\- "-"' ""•

2. PRESENTATION OF THE^OMOGENEIZATION METHJOD

As a detailed presentation is made in (Sanjchez-Palencia 1980, Bergman and
al. 1985, Brochard and al.1987, Hammami 19'9Q), only the main steps of the
method are given hereafter.
Let's consider a bundle composed by identical beams, regularly spaced

(i.e. periodic medium) (fig. 1) immersed in a ideal, isotropic, non viscous
fluid. The size of the elementary cell of the bundle (i.e. cell containing
one tube and the surrounding fluid, and which generates the whole-bundle by
translation) is supposed to be small in front of the size of jche bundle.
The main hypothesis of the method is the following : each variable Ue of



the problem (pressure for the fluid, displacement for the tubes) may be
expanded in increasing power of € , using locally periodic functions of two
independent variables (microscopic variable and macroscopic variable) :

ue
i-O

with :
- € is the bundle pitch,

y — — is the microscopic variable,

Ui(x, y) are locally pé'riodic functions with respect to the microscopic
variable :

Ui (x, ny) - Ui (x, y) for any integer n (2)

To postulate such two scale expansion means that each function Uj[l is the
superposition of a mean field described by the macroscopic variable x and a
local periodic perturbation described by the microscopic variable. Then the
amplitude of the macroscopic evolution on one cell is small, compared to
the amplitude of the local perturbation.
The method to derive the homogeneous equations consists in introducing in

the physical heterogeneous medium equations, the expansions of the pressure
and of the tube displacements. The terms corresponding to the same power of
£ are identified, giving a set of equations verified by the different
functions constituting the expansions. To get the homogeneous medium
equations, which •;are the equations relative to the first term of the
expansion, we average the former equations on the elementary cell.
The equations of the homogeneous medium may be written.

PO
div D s (3.1)

k =
-̂ - Ï + P0Bj s + — I s - -D grad p (3.2)

Where : _^ .=• ........ .. , .
p and s are respectively the sssure and the beam displacement in the

homogeneous medium, '.
|Y| is the area of t?iie elementary cell djvide by € ,

- A is the porosity of the bundle (ratio of the fluid area in the
elementary cell versus the area of this cell),
- PQ is the fluid density, I

- Ï is the unit tensor,
the tensors A, B, D are functions of the geometric and mechanical

properties of the bundle, and are related, to the function Xi solution of a
problem on the elementary cell (Brochard and al. 1987) : Xi is the pressure
field in the elementary cell, with periodic boundary cond.itions on the
borders of the elementatry cell, corresponding to an imposed .motion of tube
along the ith direction. Calculation of function Xi is necessary before



calculating the response of the homogeneous medium.
The coupled equations 3.1. and 3.2 describe the behaviour of the

homogeneous medium. Equation 3.1. is an anisotropic wave propagation
equation, in which the tubes motion creates an excitation for the fluid.
The medium anisotropy (tensor A) which is due to the presence of the tubes,
even if they are fixed, characterizes the acoustic permeability of the
medium. The tensor A, using its mathematical properties,(Sanchez-Palencia
1980, Bergman and al. 1985, Hammami 1990) may be expressed after rotating
the axis, as a diagonal matrix which diagonal terms are OCĵ . An equivalent
sound velocity c™. of the homogeneous medium in the direction i - (i - 1,2)
can be defined : A

(5)

When the elementary cell is symmetric the equivalent''sound velocity C60.
is independent of the direction i. Ar :- -1

The second equation (3.2) is the dynamic equation of the tubes, in which
the fluid acts like a source for the tube motion (symmetric effect to the
tube motion in equation (3.1.) ). Moreover the presence of fluid creates
also a local added mass effect (term po B in the expression of

M - mo..ï + PO B) , which is due to the local perturbation of the pressure
field inside the elementary cell.
Similar results have been obtained in the acoustic analysis of tube

bundles (Planchard and al. 1980, 1982 and 1985, Ibnou Zahir 1984). Moreover
the former formalism has been validated on the basis of literature results
(Brochard and al.1987 and 1991, Hammami 1990).
Boundary conditions between two homogeneous media and between an

homogeneous medium and a surrounding fluid domain have been derived
(Brochard and al. 1987, Hammami 1990)
The above described formalism has been used to create a specific finite

element in the computer code CASTEM 2000 developed by CEA (Ebersolt 1985).

3. MODELISATION OF IMPACTS

Very often during the motion, impacts between tubes or between tubes and
support may occur. These impacts, due to a limitation of displacements at
the periphery of the bundle, the presence of gaps with support or to the
presence of not identical tubes in the bundle, modify strongly the bundle
response. ~ ' *
The homogénéisation method, after modifications, allows----to take into

account the fluid structure interaction land the impacts. As described in
§2, we represent only" the mean motion of the tubes, and consequently we
cannot represent the details of each impactj.

3.1. Contact Criterion

The first step is to define a contact criterion : there is no impact along
a. direction nc (unit vector) when the relative displacement projected on nc
of two adjacent tubes is smaller than the gap j between these two tubes.
According to the hypothesis of the homogeneization method, the
displacements of two adjacent tubes are not very different ; thus after



expanding at the first order, the former condition becomes :

nc. (grad s) .nc < —- (8)

Equation (8) constitutes the local contact .criterion. Nevertheless, as
the homogeneous domain is discretized using finite elements, the local
criterion must be averaged on the nodes of the mesh and becomes :

nc. (s (Q) - s (P)) < -ne j (9)

with - s (P) (resp. s (Q)) is the displacement of node P (resp. node Q)
ne number of tubes (or elementary cell) included between

P and Q. ,j.

3.2. Impact forces

The second step concerns the calculation of the impact forces. During an
impact equation '8 is not verified ; there is a small interpénétration of
the two tubes due to the local deformation of the tube in the neighbourhood
of the impact.
The impact force is proportional to the interpénétration and the shock

stiffness, kc, (Brochard and al. 1989) represents the local stiffness of the
tube and eventually, when using a modal representation of the tubes, the
effect of truncation of the modal base. In addition, to simulate loss of
energy during the impacts, a shock damper can be added ïn parallel with the
shock stiffness.
When the relation [9] is not verified, there is a macroscopic contact

between P and Q. -Then the impact force is calculated as previously
described, but the macroscopic shock stiffness Kc is determined in
considering that all ne tubes located between P and Q are impacting at the
same time and thus the ne local shock stiffnesses kc are acting at the same
time in sery :

kc
K0 - - (10)

This is an approximation which validity is related with the level of
excitation.
Obviously, due to the size of the mesh all impacts, during which the

cumulated gaps between the nodes of the mesh are not closed, are filtered.
As a consequence the size of the mesh will have to be adapted----to -'the. level
of excitation and to the physical phenomena to be observed. ... .

3.3. Practical procedure to calculate the homogeneous model

i
The homogeneization method is mainly used In.the elaboration of the finite
element (homogeneous) model describing the bundle (prior the elaboration of
this model, the analysis of the elementary cell has been performed to
determine the macroscopic properties of the homogeneous medium) ; then the
eigen modes of the homogeneous model, are calculated. These modes are the
fluid coupled modes of the bundle. ' -
Afterwards, the dynamic response is calculated in expanding the bundle

motion on the above calculated eigenmodes (such method is often used for

r. 1%; .1.



industrial structures : Preumont and al. 1989). The non linear links
(impacts) are classicaly modelled as described in (Brochard and al. 1989).
In that step the homogeneization hypothesis are just used to determine the
impacts characteristics as proposed in § 3.1. and 3.2.

4. APPLICATION TO THE CORE MOCK-UP RAPSODIE

4.1. Presentation of the mock-up

The core mock-up RAPSODIE is composed by 91 hexagonal fuel assemblies
(1 Central Assembly and 5 crowns around) surrounded by 180 cylindric
neutronic shield elements'l:(4 crowns), embedded in a common diagrid (figure
2). The total length of the assemblies is about 1.5 m ; at about midheight
on the fuel assemblies, are located the pads. The gap between two fuel
assemblies (resp. neutronic shield elements) is equal to 1 mm (resp.
3.5 mm) except at the pad level where it is reduced to'0.1 mm. The bundle
is surrounded by a stiff vessel to perform tests in water. ^- ;<
The bundle of fuel assemblies is constituted by hexagonal tubes in an

hexagonal arrangement (€ - 50.8 mm, the flat to flat dimension
D - 49.8 mm), and the bundle of the neutronic shield element is composed by
circular tubes in a triangular arrangement (e - 50.8 mm, diameter
D - 48 mm).
The first frequency in air of the fuel assemblies (resp. neutronic shield

elements) is 8 Hz (resp. 20 Hz).
The mock-up has been placed on a shaking table to simulate a seismic

excitation. The excitation used during the tests correspond to the OBE of
SPXl corrected by the scale factor of the mock-up (figures 3) (Brochard and
al. 1990). '•

4.2. Description of the homogeneous model

Up to now, all calculations using a simplified modelization of the fluid
.(added masses only) has lead to poor correlations with the experimental
results (especially for the time histories and the spectra). The
application of the homogénéisation method to the RAPSODIE mock-up should
allow to get better results.
The proposed homogeneous model was devoted to study a slice of the

bundle. The detailed method to adapt this model for the study of a 3D
structure like the core mock-up is presented in (Hammami 1990)"and is*based
on :

the use of the only J mode of vibration in air to represent the motion
of the assemblies, !
the choice of an axial repartition of, the pressure deduced from the
study of a channel containing 1 tube. i

From the study of the elementary cell we-get for the fuel assemblies :
cec/c ~ O»714 and for the neutronic shield elements : CQ./C - 0,73.

/?s the mock-up is symmetric with respect to its diameter ; and as it has
been excited along this diameter, the; model represents only half the
mock-up.
The finite element model is presented on figure 4 it is composed by .two

different homogeneous domains, corresponding to the «two types of
assemblies, surrounded by a fluid annulus and a stiff vessel (which in all



calculations Is supposed to be fixed) . It is worth noticing that on the
boundary between the two homogeneous models, for the nodes belonging to
each domain, the pressure is assumed to be equal for each couple of points,
but the displacements (associated to different assemblies) are different.

4.3. Fluid coupled eigen modes

Using the above described model, we have calculated the eigen modes (those
are fluid coupled eigen modes). Among these eigen modes, three of them have
important participation factors :

a mode at 6,2Hz corresponding mainly to a motion of the fuel
assemblies, '';

a mode at 15,4 Hz corresponding to a combined motion of both type of
assemblies (figure 5),
a mode at 19,4 Hz corresponding mainly to a motion of the neutronic
shield elements.

The other modes have small participation factors, but may be exp-ited by
the impacts.

4.4. Seismic response

Using the previous modes, the dynamic response is calculated ; the impacts
between assemblies belonging to the same homogeneous domain are taken into
account, in the same way as the impacts at the boundary between the fuel
assemblies and the neutronic shield elements (as proposed in § 3).
The modes corresponding mainly to fuel assemblies (resp. neutronic shield

elements) are damped at 8 % (resp. 4 %). These values has been deduced fr.^m
tests on a single subassembly.
A comparison with the experiments for the maximal displacements on the

core diameter is presented on figure 6. One can observe that the
homogeneous model underestimates slightly the displacements (about 10 %).
The comparison between calculated and measured spectra presented on

figure 7 for a fuel assembly, shows a good agreement. Similar agreements
could be observed for the neutronic shield elements.
These results indicate that in spite of the simplicity of the model (1

mode to represent the motion of each assembly) it approximates correctly
the physical behaviour of the mock-up.

5. CONCLUSION

The homogeneization method described in !this paper allows to take into
account the fluid structure interaction ,in the bundles and the impacts
between the beams composing the bundles, ii; we are mainly interested by the
global behaviour of the bundle. ! ,
The application to the core mock-up RAPSODIE shows that it is an

interesting approach which ameliorates the existing methods used for FBR
core analysis. Nevertheless useful extension of the method would be to take
into account more precisely the 3D behaviour of the core : axial shape of
the subassembly horizontal motion and axial shape of the pressure.
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